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QDirect.SCAN™ for Xerox

QDirect.SCAN™ for Xerox streamlines your process for sending hard copy originals to a centralized print center.

Solution
Spend less time making copies and more time making your enterprise successful. QDirect.SCAN, RSA's Scan to print center™ solution, leverages the user interface of Xerox MFPs with RSA's QDirect™ for enterprise print management. When hard copy documents are scanned and sent to QDirect, an electronic job ticket is created automatically. An acknowledgement receipt is sent back to the user and the job is ready for distribution to any printer in the print center without operator intervention.

Value
QDirect.SCAN simplifies workflow, eliminates errors, and improves the ease and reliability by automating hard copy job submission.

Benefits
- Improve productivity with less standing in line at the copier.
- Increase profitability by driving volume to lower cost centralized print facilities.
- Control costs through integration with accounting and authentication systems.
Features

- Friendly, MFP-based scan and ticket graphical user interface offers configurable job ticketing options.
- Xerox EIP interface or the eCopy® Connector for eCopy ShareScan®.
- Jobs can be automatically printed, or batched and released by common requirements or destinations to facilitate courier delivery.
- Job ticket options are defined by the print center.
- Expand the solution with these options: integration with accounting systems, enterprise authentication (LDAP, Active Directory), budgeting module, RSA's WebCRD™ web to print solution, and Document Management System integration.
Specifications

Software requirements:

Turnkey system:
- QDirect.SCAN includes QDirect Enterprise Output Manager
- Compatible with Xerox Multifunction Printers (MFPs) supporting EIP or network scanning and Xerox eCopy enabled MFPs
- Runs on a highly scalable, reliable RSA-provided server or virtual image
- Supports a wide range of production equipment used in centralized print shops; contact RSA for details.

Hardware requirements:

- EIP enabled MFD, non-EIP MFD with Network Scanning Architecture

Xerox products supported:

- EIP

Applications supported:

- Scan/Input on Xerox WorkCentre Pro
- Output to ALL Xerox printers:
  - DocuPrint 75, 90, 92C, 96, 100/100MX EPS, 115/115MX EPS, 135/135MX EPS, 155/155MX EPS, 180/180MX EPS, 350CF, 425CF, 500CF, 700CF, 850CF, 1000CF, N4525
  - DocuTech 75, 90, 6100, 6115, 6135, 6155, 6180, EPS
  - Nuvera 100/120 Digital Copier/Printer
  - Xerox 2101 Digital Copier/Printer
  - DocuColor iGen3, 2045, 2060, 6060
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